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ON COMPLEXITY OF TRELLIS STRUCTURE OF

LINEAR BLOCK CODES t

Abstract

This paper is concerned with the trellis structure of linear block codes. The paper consists

of four parts. In the first part, we investigate the state and branch complexities of a trellis

diagram for a linear block code. A trellis diagram with the minimum number of states is said

to be minimal. First, we express the branch complexity of a minimal trellis diagram for a

linear block code in terms of the dimensions of specific subcodes of the given code. Then we

derive upper and lower bounds on the number of states of a minimal trellis diagram for a linear

block code, and show that a cyclic(or shortened cyclic) code is the worst in terms of the state

complexity among the linear block codes of the same length and dimension. Furthermore,

we show that the structural complexity of a minimal trellis diagram for a linear block code

depends on the order of its bit positions. This fact suggests that an appropriate permutation

of the bit positions of a code may result in an equivalent code with a much simpler minimal

trellis diagram. In part two, we consider boolean polynomial representation of codewords

of a linear block code. This representation will help us in study of the trellis structure of

the code. In part three, we apply boolean polynomial representation of a code to construct

its minimal trellis diagram. Particularly, we focus on the construction of minimal trellises for

Reed-Muller codes and the extended and permuted binary primitive BCH codes which contain

Reed-Muller code as subcodes. Finally, we an_yze and present the structural complexity of

minimal trellises for the extended and permuted (64,24), (64,45), and double-error-correcting

(2", 2"-2m- 1) BCH codes. We show that these codes have relatively simple trellis structure

and hence can be decoded with the Viterbi decoding algorithm.



1. Introduction

For years, it has been a common belief among the coding theorists that block codes do not

have simple trellis structure as convolutional codes do and maximum likelihood decoding of

block codes with the Viterbi decoding algorithm is practically impossible, except for very short

codes with small dimensions. As a result of this common belief, very little research effort has

been expended in the study of trellis structure of block codes. It is really a pity that over

the years, there are only four major papers[i-4] touching on the subject of trellis structure

of block codes comparing with hundreds of papers dealing with other algebraic and geometric

structure and properties of block codes.

This paper is concerned with the trellis structure of linear block codes. We show that

some linear block codes of moderate length do have reasonably simple trellises and hence can

be decoded with the Viterbi decoding algorithm. Our study is motivated by the works of

Wolf [1] and Forney [2, 3], especially Forney's latest work [3] in which he presented a trellis

construction for linear block codes and asserted that the construction results in minimal

trellises in the sense of number of states.

The presentation of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the branch complexity

of the minimal trellis diagram for a linear block code is analyzed, and is expressed in terms of

the dimensions of specific linear subcodes of the given code. Upper and lower bounds on the

number of states of a minimal trellis diagram for a linear block code are derived. We show that

a cyclic (or shortened cyclic) code is the worst in terms of the number of states in its minimal

trellis diagram among the linear block codes of the same length and dimension. Furthermore,

we show that the complexity of the minimal trellis diagram for a linear block code depends

on the order of its bit positions. This fact suggests that an appropriate permutation of the bit

positions of a linear block code may result in an equivalent code with a considerably simpler

trellis diagram. We are particularly interested in finding appropriate permutations of bit

positions of binary primitive BCH codes for reducing the number of states in their trellises.

The binary primitive BCH code of length 2" - 1 and minimum Hamming distance 2"-' - 1

contains the cyclic r-th order Reed-Muller code of length 2" - 1 as a subcode [5, 6], and the

dual code of the even weight subcode of the binary primitive BCH code of length 2" - 1 and

a specific designed distance, denoted q(m, r), contains the cyclic r-th order Reed-Muller code

of length 2" - 1 as a subcode for q(m, r) = 5, q(m, 2) = 2 tin/2/ + 3, .... It is known that
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the state complexity of the minimal trellis diagram for a linear binary block codeis the same

as that for its dual code [1, 3], and the noncyclic Reed-Muller codesof length 2" in their

original form [5] haverelatively simple trellis diagrams [3]. From these facts, we determine

a permutation of the bit positions of an extendedprimitive BCH code of length 2TM which

results in an equivalent code with a considerably simpler trellis diagram.

In Section 3, we consider boolean polynomial representation of codewords of a cyclic

code. This representation helps us in study of the trellis structure of the code obtained from

a cyclic code under a certain permutation of bit positions• In Section 4, we apply boolean

polynomial representation of a code to construct its trellis diagram. Particularly, we focus on

the construction of minimal trellises for Reed-Muller codes and the extended and permuted

primitive BCH codes which contain Reed-Muller codes as subcodes. Finally, we conclude the

paper by analyzing the state and branch complexities of minimal trellises for the extended and

permuted (64,24), (64,45), and double-error-correcting (2 TM, 2"-2m-1) BCH codes. We show

that the complexity of trellises for these codes are considerably less than that for the original

codes in cyclic form without bit-position permutation. Because of their relatively simple trellis

structure, these codes can be practically decodes with the Viterbi decoding algorithm.

2. Structure of a minimal trellis diagram for a linear code

In this section, the structural complexity of a trellis diagram with the minimum number of

states for a linear block code is studied. For simplicity, we will consider a binary linear code.

The extension to a nonbinary linear code is straightforward.

Let C be a binary block (linear or nonlinear) code of length N. An N-section trellis

diagram for C is a modified state diagram of a finite automaton F[C] which accepts the set of

all binary N-tuples in C, where a modified state diagram means the diagram obtained from a

deterministic or nondeterministic state diagram by deleting every state that is not reachable

from the initial state or from which there is no path to the final state. By a trellis diagram,

we mean an N-section trellis diagram where N is the code length.

Let T be a trellis diagram for C, and for a nonnegative integer h not greater than N, let

Sh denote the set of states of T just after the h-th bit position, where So consists of the initial

state So only and SN consists of the final state sF only. For two states s and #, let L(s, s')
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denotethe set of all label sequences(paths)from s to s'. Then L(s0, SF) = C. For a binary N-

tuple v = (vl, v2,..., vN), let Phl,h_V denote the binary (h2 - hl)-tuple (Vh,+_, vh,+2,..., vh2)

and let Phi,h2 [C] be defined as

• .. e ct. (2.1)

Let u = (ul, u2,..., u;) and v = (vl, v_,..., v.i ) be two binary sequences of lengths i and j

respectively. The concatenation of u and v is defined as the following sequence of length i + j:

/x

u o v = (ul, u2,..., ui, vl, v2, ..., vj).

Then the definition of a trellis diagram implies that for 0 < h < h' < N,

(1)

U U c(s, s') =
sESh J_ESht

and

(2) For ut and u2 in L(so, s) with s E Sh and any binary sequence v of length N - h,

(2.2)

ul ov E C ¢=¢, u2 ov E C. (2.3)

Hereafter we assume that C is a linear binary (N, K) code. For two integers hi and h2

such that 0 < hi < h2 < N, let Chl,h2 be the linear subcode of C consisting of all codewords

whose components are all zero except for the h2 - h_ components from the (hi + 1)-th bit

position to the h2-th bit position. Let Ifhl,h_,C (or Kh_,h_) be the dimension of Ch,,h_, i.e.,

Kh,,h_ = log2 [Ch,,h_ [

where for a set S, IS[ denotes, the number of elements in S. For convenience, Kh,h is defined

as zero. For simplicity, we write C_,h 2 for phl,h_[Chl,h2], the truncation of Chl,h2. Clearly,

C_'t,h2 and Ch,,h2 have the same dimension, and C_],h2 is a linear subcode of ph,,h2[C]. Then

the condition (2.3) is equivalent to the following condition:

tT

ul + us E C_, h. (2.4)

i.e., ul + u2 is a codeword in C t" For a linear code A and its linear subcode B, let A/B
O,h"

denote the set of cosets in A with respect to B. It follows from (2.2) and (2.4) that for s E Sh,
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L(s0, s) is a subset of a coset in po,h[C]/C_" h and the number of states in Sh is lower bounded

by

[Shl > IP0,h[C]l/lC_:h[. (2.5)

Let Ch--/_-2 denote the linear subcode of C consisting of all codewords whose components from

the (hi -t- 1)-th bit position to the h_-th bit position are all zero, and let I(h-L--_,h_,c(or Kh-L-_2)

denote log s [Ch-L-_-], the dimension of Ch-L-_2. Then it follows from the definitions of Chl ,h2 and

Ch--/_2 that

/¢0,.- /(h,s, (2.6)

K-h,g -- Ko,h. (2.7)

Note that for 0 _< hi < h_ _< N,

= 2 (2.8)

For integers hi, h2 and ha such that 0 _< hi < h2 < ha _< N, let Khl,h2,h3,c (or Kh_,h2,h_) be

defined as

ghl,h2,h_ _ If hi,h3 -- Khl,h2 -- Kh2,h_. (2.9)

For simplicity, we write Kh (or Kh,v) for Ko,h,N (or I(o,h,N,C). From (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) we

see that

[_h[ _> 2 K-g_'h-K°'h = 2 K-Kh'lv-K°'h ---- 2 Kh. (2.10)

If there is a one-to-one correspondence between Sh and po,h[C]/C_,_h such that L(so, s) is a

coset of po.h[C]/C_[h, then the equality in (2.10) holds, and for s in Sh and different s_ and s_

in Sh,, L(s,s'_) and L(s,s'2) have no common sequence. Such a trellis diagram can be obtained

from the reduced deterministic state diagram of the finite automaton F[C] with the minimum

number of states and is said to be minimal. A minimal trellis diagram is unique within graph

isomorphism and the number of states in Sh, ]-Sh[, is given by

Is.I = 2 (2.11)

This was first given by Forney [3, Appendix A].

Let T be the minimal trellis diagram for a linear binary (N, K) code C. For a state s

of T, let _o(s) denote the coset leader of the coset corresponding to the state s. Now we will
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show how to find L(s, s') for two states s and s' of T. Let h and h' be integers such that

0 _< h < h' _< N. From the definition of _, it follows that for s E Sh and s' E Sh,,

L(so,S) = {V(s)}+ C&,

tr

L(s0,s') = {_(s')}+ c&,,

where for two codes A and B of the same code length, A + B _ {u + v

(2.12)

(2.13)

u E A and v E B}.

For s E Sh, s' E Sh, and a binary sequence v of length h' - h, v E L(s, s') if and only if

L(so, s) o {v} _C L(so, s'), (2.14)

where A o B a= {a o ;3, : a E A and ;3, E B} for two sets A and B of binary sequences. If u

and u' are in L(so, s)' and u o v and u' o v' are inL(so, s'), then it follows from (2.12) and

(2.13) that

u + .'e Co',',,, (2.15)

tr

(u + u') o (v + v') E C_,h,. (2.16)

From (2.15), (u + u,)o 0h'-h- E t, oh'-hC_,h, , where denotes a sequence of h' - h zeros, and from

(2.16) it follows that 0 h o (v + v') E C_[h,. Clearly,

v + v' E C_,h,. (2.17)

Note that Ct'o,h o C t" ,h,his a hnear subcode of C t" ,o,h• Let {ai o/3i : I_,1,= h, I/3,1,= h' - h,

1 _< i <_ 2K°,h, h' } be the set of all coset leaders of c,t,_..,O,h,/I,jo,h/[g'wtr 0 C trh,h,_j,where lair denotes

the length of binary sequence a.

1 < i < i' < 2K°,h, h',

For two different coset leaders al o/3i and ai, o/3i, with

ai # al, and/3_ #/3e.

(Assume the contrary, e.g.Each /3; is said to be corresponding to al.

_; o/3;+ _ o/3_, o_ o(;3,3;+/3;,)_ "= C_,h, , which implies that/3i +/3i' 6 C t" , that is, as o/3ih,h ,

and ai, o/3i' are in the same coset of C_h,/(C_; h o C_:h,), a contradiction.) Hence we see that

Po,h[Co,h,]/Co`," h _ {a,: 1 < i < 2K°,h, h' } (2.19)

Ph,h,[Co,h,]/C_ h, e-+ {/31:1 < i < 2K°.h, n'} (2.20)

where "A _ B" means that B can be chosen as the set of all coset leaders of A.
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Lemma 1: For 0 _( h < h' _( N, let s E Sa and s' E Sh,. Let _(s') be represented as

v,(s')=. o fl, (2.21)

where14It- h and Ifll,= h'- h.

(1) If there is a positive integer i not greater than 2go,h, _' such that

_(s) = 4 + 4i (mod C_,h),t,

then L(s, s') is given as

(2) Otherwise, L(s, s') is empty.

Proof:

that

L(s,s') = {fl+ _,} + C"h,h I.

Suppose that L(s, s') is not empty.

(2.22)

(2.23)

It follows from (2.13), (2.14), (2.19) and (2.21)

tT

c {4} + p0,h[c_,_,]

C {4}+{ai:l<i<2I%,h,hl}+C_,'h .

From (2.12) and (2.24), we have that

_(s) c {4+ 4i :

That is, there exists 4i which satisfies (2.22).

Then it holds that for any 7 E C t"O,h_

(4+4_+_)o(fl+fl,)

(2.24)

1 < i < 2 K°,h,h' } + C_,'h.

Conversely, suppose that such an 4i exists.

(2.25)

= (4 ofl) + (4, ofie)+ ('r oo_'-h)

e {_(s')} + o _" _o_' _'o,h,+ _ o,hoC_,,h,)

e {_(s')} + c_;_,

C L(so, s').

From (2.14) and (2.25), we see that fl +fl¢ C L(s,s'). Then the equality (2.23) follows from

(2.17). AA

This lemma says that L(s,s') is either empty or a coset of Ph,h,[C]/C_,:h,. From this

lemma, we have Theorem 1 (refer to Figure 1) which describes the structure of the minimal

trellis diagram for a linear block code.
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Theorem 1: For 1 < h < N, let Sh be the set of states of the minimal trelhs diagram for a

linear binary (N, K) code. For 1 <_ h < h' < N, Sh and Sh, can be partitioned into 2 q blocks of

A

the same size Shl, Sh2, ..., Sh2, and Shq, Sh,2,..., Sh,2q, respectively, where q = Ko,h,N--Ko,h,h,,

in such a way that (1) there is a path from s E Sh to s' E Sh,, if and only if s E Shl and

s' E Shq for the same i, (2) for s E Sh; and s' E Sh,i with 1 __ i <_ 2 q, L(s,s') is a coset of

ph,h,[C]/C_: h, and (3) the number of paths from s to s' is 2gh, h'.

Proof: See Appendix A. AA

Now we consider the complexity of the minimal trellis diagram for the dual code C ± of

C. It can be easily proved that for 0 < h < h _ < N, C t" and ph,h,[C ±] are duals (Lemma 6-- -- h,h t

in [3, Appendix A] is for h - 0). Hence it follows from (2.8) that

Kh,h,,c z = h' - h - K + K_,h,,c.

From (2.6), (2.7), (2.9) and (2.26), the following identities hold:

(2.26)

Kh,c = Kh,c±, (2.27)

KO,h,N, CJ- -- Ko,h,h',C± = K_,h,,C -- Ko,h,C -- Kh,,N,C. (2.28)

Identity (2.27) was given in [3, Corollary, Appendix A]. The equahty of (2.27) actually says

that the minimal trellis diagrams for a linear block code and its dual have the same state

complexity.

Next we show a condition for a code to be the worst in terms of the number of states of

its trellis diagram. Since Ko,h >_ K - N + h and Kh,N >_ K - h,

Kh <_ min(h,N-h). (2.29)

It is also known [1] that

Consequently, it holds that

Kh < min(K, N - K). (2.30)

Kh <_ min(h,N - h,K,N - K). (2.31)

Lemma 2: If C has a generator matrix (or a parity-check matrix) of which the first K (or

N - K) columns and the last K (or N - K) columns are linearly independent respectively,

then the equality in (2.31) holds for 0 < h < N.
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Proof: The assumptionon a generatormatrix implies that

K0,h = max(0, K-N+h),

K_,N = max(0, K- h).

(2.32)

(2.33)

Then we have that

gh = K-max(O,K-N+h)-max(O,K-h)

= min(K,N - h) - max(0, K - h)

= min(g, N - h, h, N - K). (2.34)

If the condition of Lemma 2 holds for a parity-check matrix, consider the dual code.

Then Lemma 2 follows form (2.27) and (2.34). The inverse of the above lemma also holds.

If C is a cyclic or shortened cyclic code, then any K consecutive columns of a generator matrix

of C are linearly independent, and therefore, the equality in (2.31) holds for 0 < h < N. In

order to obtain a trellis diagram with a smaller number of states for a cyclic or shortened

cyclic code, the order of bit positions must be permuted. For a permutation r on 1, 2, ..., N

and an N-tuple v = (vl, v2,..., VN), let _rv denote (v,_(1), v_(_),..., v,_(N)) and for a code C of

length N, let _'[C] be defined as

: ,, e c}. (2.3s)

Lemma 3 can be used for finding a proper permutation to reduce the state complexity of the

minimal trellis diagram for a cyclic or shortened cyclic code.

Lemma 3: Let C' be a linear (N, K - k) subcode of C or a linear (N, N - K- k) subcode

of the dual code C j" of C. For a permutation _" on 1, 2,..., N,

Kh,_[c] <_ Kh,,_[c,l + k. (2.36)

Proof: First consider the case where C' is a subcode of C. Since g0,h,_[c] > K0,h,_[c,] and

Kh,N,,_[V] >_ Kh,N,,_[V,], inequality (2.36) follows from the definition of Kh. For the case where

C' is a subcode of C ±, this lemma follows form (2.27) and (2.36) for C ±. AA
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Let ex-C denote the extendedcodeobtained from C by adding an overall parity bit to

each codeword in C. Let BCHm,d denote the binary primitive (or narrow-sense) BCH code of

length 2"` - 1 and designed distance d. Let c-RMm,, denote the cyclic r-th order Reed-Muller

code of length 2"* - 1 [5, 6]. It is known that c-RM"`,, is a subcode of the BCHh.2 .... 1-

Example 1: For 1 _< r < m, let C and C' be ex-BCHm,2 .... 1 and ex-c-RMm,, respectively.

Then C' is a subcode of C. There is a permutation lr on the bit positions (see section 4)

such that _r[C'] = RMm,,, the r-th order (noncyclic) Reed-Muller code of length 2" [5, 7].

Let T1, T2,..., TM be trellis diagrams for the cosets of _r[C]/Tr[C'], respectively, where i =

Ic/c'l. These trellis diagrams are isomorphic to each other except for branch labels. A

(nondeterministic in general) trellis diagram for _'[C] with M parallel subdiagrams is obtained

from T1, T2,..., TM by merging the initial states and the final states of T1, T_,..., TM into a

single initial state and a single final state, respectively. It is known that r-th order noncyclic

Reed-Muller code RMr,,, has a relatively simple diagram [3]. This fact suggests that for small

M, the code r[ex-BCHm,2m-r_l] also has a relative simple trellis diagram. AA

Let h0, hi, h2,..., h,,, be integers such that

h0=0<hl <h2<...<h"`-l<h"`=N.

An m-section trellis diagram for C can be obtained from the minimal trellis diagram T by

deleting every state in Sh for h E {0, 1,..., N} - {h0, h_,..., h,,} and every branch to or from

a deleted state and by writing a branch with label a from a state s E Shi to a state s' E Shi+l

for 0 < i < m, if and only if there is a path with label a from s to s' in T. This m-section

trellis diagram is said to be minimal, and if hi+l - hi is the same for 0 < i < m, it is said to

have the same section length/

If the binary code of length Ne derived from a 2t-ary PSK or QASK block modulation

code C of length N by representing each symbol as a binary sequence uniquely is linear

under the modulo-2 addition [8], then the method described in this section can be applied to

construct a trellis diagram for C.
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3. Boolean polynomial representation of a cyclic code

In this section, we consider boolean polynomial representation of a cyclic code. We show that

the codewords of a binary cyclic code of length 2"* - 1 (or its extended code) can be expressed

by boolean polynomials with m variables. A method for finding the polynomial representation

of a basis of any cyclic subcode of the given cyclic code is presented. This boolean polynomial

representation is very useful in study of the trellis structure of the code or its equivalent code

obtained by permuting its bit positions under a certain permutation.

Let a be a primitive element of the Galois field GF(2m), and let ill, f12,..., fl"* be a basis

of GF(2"*) over GF(2). For a positive integer i less than 2"*, let a i-1 be expressed as

m

= (3.1)
j=l

A

with aij E GF(2). For i = 0, let a0j = 0 for 1 _< j _< m. Let n denote 2"*- 1 in this

section. For a binary n-tuple _ = (vl,v2,...,v,,), a boolean polynomial with m variables,

f(x_, x2,..., x"*), is said to represent _ (with respect to a cyclic order of bit positions) if and

only if for 1 < i < n,

vi = f(ail,ai2,...,ai"*), (3.2)

where (aa, ai2,..., ai"*) is the binary representation of a I-1 with respect to ill, f12,...,/_"*. A

boolean polynomial f(xl, x2,..., x"*) is also said to represent a binary n + 1-tuple,

_ex = (Vo, Vl,. . . , vn),

if and only if v0 = f(0,0,..., 0) and the equality (3.2) holds for 1 < i <: n. If a boolean

polynomial f of degree m -i or less represents a binary n-tuple (vl, v2,..., v,,), then f also
n

represents the (n-l- 1)-tuple (_--_ vi, vl, v2,..., vn). For a boolean polynomial f, let c(f) denote
i=1

the binary n-tuple ( or ( n -t- t)-tuple ) represented by f with respect to a cyclic order of bit

positions.

For 0 < i < n, represent i in the standard binary form as i = _j_l iJ 2j-1. Then the

binary weight of i, denoted w(i), is defined as the number of nonzero ij's. If follows from the

definition that

w(n - i) = m - w(i). (3.3)

Let I"* denote the set of the cyclotomic coset representatives mod 2"* - 1, and for i E I"*,

let ml denote the number of integers in the cyclotomic coset whose representative is i. For
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1 _<j _< m, let 7_(x) be defined as

Tj(x) zx x2 ... x2i-i= x + + x 22 + + •

Since m, is a factor of m, GF(2 m') is a subfield of GF(2m). For i e Ira, let 7_m'), 7(2m')

be a basis of GF(2 m') and for 1 < h < mi, let fi,h(Xl,x2,...,zm) be defined as a boolean

polynomial of m variables:

m

••., = n-,). (3.5)
j=l.

From (3.3), n - i is expressed as 2iI + 2 i2 + ... + 2iv, where 0 < il < i2 < .-. < i_ < m and

v = m - w(i). Then we have that

= pj xj .
l=l j=l

Hence, f_,h is a boolean polynomial of degree m - w(i) or less. In particular, the coefficient of

x51 , xj2,... , xjv of degree m -- w(i) is given by

T " (m')B (3.7),,,ATh jl,j2 .....jr)

where

1-31 1-31 t-31

H2i_ B?i2 .. /_?iv

Bj, j,,...,j v = det t-% _',2 " _,, (3.8)

f_?il /_?i2 ... /??iv

For i E Ira, let g_(x) denote the minimum polynomial of a _. Theorem 2 follows from (3.1),

(3.2), (3.5) and the property of Mattson-Solomon polynomial [5, 7].

Theorem 2: Let C be a binary cyclic (n, k) code with generator polynomial I-I_el g_(x) where

[ C Ir,,. Let PB(C) be defined as

PB(C) _= {f/,h : i e Im -- I and 1 < h < mi}. (3.9)

There is a one-to-one correspondence between PB(C) and a basis B of C such that each

polynomial in PB(C) represents a codeword in B. AA
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Let C' be a cyclic (n, k') subcode of C with generator polynomial ]'IieI, gi(z) where I C

P C Ira. We partition C into 2k-k' cosets with respect to C'. As the set of coset leaders,

we choose a cyclic (n, k - k') subcode with generator polynomial l-Ii_Jru(Im-I') g_(z). Let this

subcode be denoted C - C'. Then it follows from the Theorem 2 that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between a basis of the set of 2k-k' coset leaders and the following set of boolean

polynomials:

PB(C- C') _ {f_,h : i E I'-- I and 1 < h __ m_}. (3.10)

Therefore, C is uniquely specified by PB(C') and PB(C - C').

Consider a special case where mi < m. Then i = 1 + 2m_ + 2 2''' + .-. + 2 ''-'_', and

w(i) = re�m,. Then
rni--1 w(i)

n- i= E E 2'+"('-1)" (3.11)

t=l *=1

Let {71, 72,---, 7-_,} be a basis of GF(2"') over GF(2), and let {81, _2,..., _o(0} be a basis of

GF(2 TM) over GF(2m0. For 1 < j < rni and 1 < h <_ w(i), let flj+m,(h-1) be defined as

/3_+m,(h-1) __a3'j_h. (3.12)

Then fll,fl2,...,_r,, is a basis of GF(2 TM) over GF(2). For 1 < j < ml, 1 <_ t <_ mi, 1 <_ h <

w(i) and 1 < s < w(i),

_j2'+',(.-_) _2' _2,+.,,(,- o (3.13)+,,i(h-1) = 7j Oh

This is used in the following Examples 2 and 3.

Example 2: Let C be BCI-I6,1_, the binary primitive (63,24) BCH code with minimum dis-

tance 15 and C' be c-RM6,2, the cyclic (62,22) 2nd order Reed-Muller code [5]. Then C' is

a subcode of C and consists of the set of all binary n-tuples represented by boolean polyno-

mials of degree 2 or less [7]. Then I'- I in (3.10) consists of 21(= 1 + 22 + 24) only, and

w(21) = 3, v= m-w(21) = 3, m21 = 2 and n-21= 2+23+25. It follows from (3.10)

that g3) and _(z) represent two codewords in C which form a basis of the coset leaders of
d 21,1 J 21,2

C/C _,where f(J)denotes the polynomial consistingof the terms of degree j in f. Suppose

that {71,_2} isa basisof GF(22) over GF(2), and {_, _2,_} isa basisof GF(2 _) over GF(22).

Let fl1,fl2,...,flsbe defined as (3.12).Now consider Bj,d2j3 given by (3.8)with differentjl,

j2 and j3 in {I,2,...,6}. Itfollowsfrom (3.8),(3.11)to (3.13)that (i)ifthere are j and j' in
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{jl,j2, j3} such that j' = j + 1 and j is odd, then

f42 /42 _ _25_ 2 -2 2[ D, ,92 D2 h

and therefore,

Sjl ,J2 ,j_ = O,

and (ii) otherwise, for a binary 3-tuple (al,a2, az),

(3.14)

Bl+.,,s+._,5+a, - (3'_7_-2) a'+_'+"_ °-- .ul,S, 5. (3.15)

Here Bl,s,5 E GF(22) - {0} [7, p.l17, Lemma 18]. We can choose 51,,52,,53 to make Bl,s,5 to

be one. Without loss of generality, take 1 for 3'1 and a primitive element 3' for 3'2, then

Bl+,,,s+,2,5+,,3 - 1, if al + a2 + as - 0 (mod 3), (3.16)

= 3', if al q- a2 q- as =- 2 (mod 3), (3.17)

- lq-3', ifalq-a2-t-a3= 1 (mod3). (3.18)

In (3.1), let 7_2) A 1 and 4 2) a= = 3'. Then it follows from (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.16) to (3.18)

that

f2(3)
1,1 "-- XlX3X6 _ XlX4X5 _ XlX4X6 _ X2X3X5 _ X2X3X6 _ X2X4Xh,

]2(3)
1,2 = ZlX3X5 {_ XlX4Z6 _]_ X2X3X6 _ X2X4X5 _ X2X4X6"

(3.19)

(3.20)

Summarizing the above results, we see that C is the union of four cosets with respect to C _

whose leaders are generated by (3) (3)

Let T1 be a trellis diagram for C _. Then the other three cosets of C/C _ would have

trellis diagrams, T2, T3 and T4, isomorphic to TI. As a result, C has a trellis diagram which

consists of 4 parallel isomorphic subdiagrams without cross connections among them. The

state complexity of the overall trellis diagram can be greatly reduced if a proper bit position

permutation is performed on C and C _ (this is shown in Section 4). AA

Example 3: Let C be BCH6,7, the binary primitive (63, 45) BCH code with minimum dis-

tance 7 and C' be c-RM6,3, the cyclic (63, 42) 3rd order Reed-Muller code [5]. Then C' is a

subcode of C and consists of the set of all binary n-tuples represented by boolean polynomials

of degree 3 or less [7]. Note that I'- I in (3.10) consists of 9(= 1 + 23) only and w(9) = 2,
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u = m-w(9) = 4, m9 = 3andn-9= 2+22+24+25 . It follows from (3.10) that ¢(4)
J9,1 ,

f9 4) and ¢(4) represent three codewords in C which from a basis of the coset leaders of C/C',
,2 $9,3

where f(4) denotes the sum of terms of degree 4 in f. Suppose that {'h, "/2, 7a} is a basis of

24
GF(2 a) over GF(2) and {61,62} is a basis of GF(2 s) over GF(2a). Note that 7] -- 73 and

22 2a

73 -- Vj for I < j < 3. Let flz,fl2,...,flsbe defined as (3.12).Now consider Bj,,j_j3,j,with

i < jz < j2 < j3 < j4 _<6. There are two cases to be considered:

(i)Suppose that eitherjl = I,j2 = 2 and j3 = 3 or j2 = 4, j3 = 5 and j4 = 6. For d _<j _<6,

Bz,2,3,j

2 2 22 c22

_'z6z "h °1

22 _22

= det "r_6[ bl

2 2 22 _22
"_g61 7g bl

2 2 2 _ c22

% (51 % oz

22 _22

= det "),_6[ Oz

2 2 22 c22
7g(51 7g 01

= O.

.? ,2, 221uz 71

_.2c2 _ 22 c2 s

_,2c2' 226253 °1 "/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

-25 _22 ^22

(3.21)

Similarly, we have that

Bj,4,5,s=0, for l_<j<_3.

(ii) Suppose that 1 _< jz < j2 _< 3 < j3 < j4 _< 6. Let j_ and j_ be defined as

(3.22)

.!
31 = j3--3,

.!
32 = j4-3.

Then we have that
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= det

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 7

- + r 2)rJ "rjl)_ _(_ +

Note that 6162(6_ + _fJ), denoted r, is in GF(2 z) - {O}. Let _ and _ be defined as

If {(51, _} is used as a basis of GF(2 6) over GF(2 3) in place of {_, 5_}, then

(3.23)

Without loss of generality, { 1, 7, 7 _} can be chosen as a basis of GF(2 _) over GF(2), where 7

is a root of x3 + z + 1. Then it follows from (3.23) and (3.24) that the sum f(_) of terms of-

(,=_ ) _+_+_'+_degree 4 in fltXt is given by

f(') = (_xtx2_ _2x_xa _ x2xa)(Txaxs _ 72xax6 _ xsx6)

= 72XlX2X4X5 (_ _/3XlX2X4X 6 (_ _fXlX2X5X 6

(_3XlX3X4X5 (_4XlX3X4X6(_ _2XlX3XsX 6

(3.25)_Tx_x3x_z_72x2xax4xs@X2XaX_X_.

In (3.5), let {7_ a), 72(a), 7(3a)} be the dual basis of {1, 7, 72} • It follows from (3.5), (3.7), (3.8)

and (3.25) that

f_(') " (3.26)
,1 = _1X2_4_6 _ _1_3X4_5 _ _2_3_5_6,

9 ') (3.27)

f9 ') (3.28),3 _ XlX2XgX6 _ XlX2ZSZ6(!t) ZIZaZ4Z5 _ XlXaXaX6 _ X2XaZgZ5.

Summarizing the above results, we conclude that BCHs,r is the union of eight cosets with

respect to c-RM6,a whose leaders are spanned by the vectors, c(f(94)), c(f(4)_) and c(f(_2).
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It follows from Example 1 that BCH_,7(or its equivalent code obtained by permuting

its bit position under a certain permutation) has a trellis diagram consisting of 8 parallel

isomorphicsubdiagramswithout crossconnectionsamongthem. AA

Example 4: Let C be the dual code of the even weight subcode of the primitive binary BCH

code of length 2TM - 1 and minimum distance 5, where ra _> 3, and C' be the cyclic first

order Reed-Muller code of length 2 m - 1 whose codewords are represented by linear boolean

polynomials [7]. Then C' is a subcode of C, and I'-I in (3.10) consists of £ = n-2 "`-2 -2 '_-1,

only, and w(£) = m - 2, v = 2, rat = ra and n - _ = 2m-2 + 2 m-1. It follows from (3.10) that

ft 2) with 1 < h < ra represent ra codewords in C which form a basis of C C', the set of
_h -- --

the coset leaders of C/C'. Let _1, _, ...,/3m be a basis of GF(2m). Then it follows from (3.8)

that for 1 _< jl < j2 _< ra,

Bj,,j2= + Zj ))2

For ra = 5 and 6, by taking _j-1 for flj and the dual basis of { 1, o_,..., a "*-1 } for {7_ m), 7_m),

• .., .),(m)}, the following J_,_) with 1 _< h _< ra are derived:

(1) For ra = 5,

fT(2)

f(2) _
7,2 --

f(2)
7,3 --

f(2)
7,4 =

f(2)
7,5 =

(2) Form=6,

fl( 2)
5,1 =

if)
5,2 "--

f(2)
15,3 -_*

fl(2) --
5,4 --

if)
5,5 --

if)

5,8 --"

AA
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Let a(# 0) and b be elements of GF(2m). For 0 < i < 2 TM, let _ra,b(i) be a permutation on

{0, 1, 2,..., 2 TM - 1) defined as follows:

(1) For i = 0, if b = 0, then _',,b(0) = 0, and otherwise, 7ra,b(0) = j where aJ = b.

(2) For i # O, ifaa_-l+b = 0, then r,,b(i) = 0, and otherwise, 7r_,b(i) = j where a j = aa_-_+b.

This permutation is called an affine permutation. The extended codes of primitive BCH codes,

cyclic Reed-Muller codes and some other cyclic codes are known to be invariant under the

affine permutations [5]. The following lemma is used in the next section.

Lemma 4: Suppose that the extended code ex-C of a binary linear code C is invariant under

the affine permutations. For a boolean polynomial f(xl,z2,... ,T,m) and a binary m-tuple

= (bl,b2,...,bm), let h(xx,x2,...,x,_) be defined as

h(x , • e ebm). (3.29)

If f represents a codeword of ex-C, then for any binary m-tuple/_, f_, also represents a codeword

of ex-C.

Proof: Let b be defined as
m

b = _ bj,3j. (3.30)

j=l

then it follows from (3.1), (3.2) and the definition of _q,b that for 0 _< i < 2TM,

h(ail,ai2,...,ai,_) = f(ail @ bl,ai2 • b2,...,aim • b,-,)

- f(ai,l,ai,2,...,ai,m),

where i'= _¢l,b(i). That is,

C(h ) = r_,bC(f).

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

AA

4. Application of boolean polynomial representation to construc-

tion of trellis diagrams of binary linear codes

In this section, we apply boolean polynomial representation of a linear block code to construct

its trellis diagram. In particular, we focus on the construction of minimal trellises for (non-

cyclic) reed-Muller codes and the extended and permuted primitive BCH codes which contain

Reed-Muller codes as subcodes.
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For a positive integer m and a nonnegative integer r not greater than m, let P'[xl, x2,

..., x"`] (or P_) denote the set of all boolean polynomials of degree r or less with m variables

xl, x2,..., xm. For a nonnegative integer / less then 2 TM, let (ba, bi2,..., biT,,) be the standard
m

binary expression of i such that i = y]_ blj2 "`-j. For a binary 2"`-tuple v = (v0, vl, ..., v_-,-1),

j=l

a boolean polynomial f(xl, x2.,..., xm) is said to represent v with respect to the standard

binary order of bit positions if and only if

v; = f(bi1, hi2,'", b;m), for 0 _< i < 2". (4.1)

In this case, v is denoted b(f). For a binary code C of length 2TM, let P[C] denote the set of

boolean polynomials with variables zl, z2,..., xm such that

C = {b(f) : f e P[C]}. (4.2)

For 0 <_ r _< m, the r-th order (noncyclic) Reed-Muller code of length 2r_ [5, 7], denoted

RM"`,,, is defined as {b(f) : f E P_,}, this is, P[RM"`,,] = P_.

Let _rc denote the permutation on {0, 1, 2,..., 2"` - 1} such that for 0 < i < 2"`,

_rc(i) _ _ aij2 m-j, (4.3)

./=1

where ha, hi2, ..., aim are defined by (3.1). Then _rc is a permutation from a cyclic order to the

standard order of bit positions. It follows from (3.1) and (4.1) that for a boolean polynomial

f with m variables,

_rc(f) = b(f). (4.4)

Suppose we apply _r¢ to permute the bit positions of ex-BCHm,_m-r_l and (ex-BCHm,q(m,r)) ±.

The we have

r¢[ex-BCH,_,2 ....1] __

_r_[(ex-BCH"`,q(m,,)) ±] _D

RM"`,,, for 1 < r < m, (4.5)

RM"`,,, (4.6)

for q(m, 1)= 5 and q(m, 2)= 2t"`/2J + 3.

For a binary code C of length 2", C is said to be s-invariant, if and only if for any binary

m-tuple a,

b(fa) E C ¢=_ b(f) E C (4.7)
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where fa is defined by (3.29).

Let A be an invertible affine transformation over binary m-tuples:

m

y; = c;0 • _ cljxj, for 1 < i < m. (4.8)

j=l

For a binary code C of length 2" which is specified by the set P[C] of boolean polynomials,

let 7rA[C] be defined as

rrt "

b(](cl0• Y:clj j, c:0• E
j=l j=l

...,C'oO_'_c'jx.i)): f e P[C]

j=l
. (4.9)

Since 7rA[RM',,] = RM,_,, for any affine invertible transformation A over binary m-tuples, it

follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that for 1 < r < m,

_'a[crc[ex-BCH',2 .... 1]] 2 RM',,,

_'a[_rc[(ex-BCH',q(,,,,))±]] 2 RM',,.

(4.10)

(4.11)

If a binary code C of length 2" is invariant under the affine permutations, then it follows

from Lemma 4 that _'A[r¢[C]] is s-invariant. For example, _rA[_[ex-BCn',_]] and RM',, are

s-invariant.

For a nonnegative integer r not greater than rn and two integers h and h' such that

0 < h < h' <_ 2TM, let Pf,,h,[Zl, z2,..., x'] (or P_,h,h' ) be defined as follows:

x2,..., x']
A

{f E P'[xl, x_,...,x'] :

f(bj,,bj2 , . .. ,bj,,) - 0 for 0 < j < h or h' < j < 2"_}. (4.12)

For a binary hnear code C of length 2", it follows from (4.12) that for f e P[C] f3 P_,,

b(f) E Ch,h, if and only if

f E Pr,h,h,,

where Ch,h, is defined in Section 2.

Let xi denote 1 @ xi. From the definition of (4.12) it holds that

f(xx, x2,... ,x') e P_2-,_h,,2m_h[Xl, X2, • •., Xm]
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if and only if

Now wehaveTheorem 3.

f(xl, x2,...,_m) e P_,,h,[Xx,x2,...,xm]. (4.13)

Theorem 3: Suppose that C is an s-invariant linear binary code of length 2 TM. Then the

following symmetry holds:

(1) The minimal trellis diagram for C is invarian t under reversing the direction of every branch,

and (2)

Kh,h' = K2m-h',2m-h, for 0 __ h < h' < 2 TM, (4.14)

Kh = K2m-h, for 0 < h _< 2 TM. (4.15)

Proof:

(1) It follows from the definition (4.7) that for f(xl, z2,... ,z,_) E P[C], f(_1,_2,... ,_m) E

P[C]. Note that for (Vo, vl, .. . , v2,,-1) = b(f) E C, (v2,,-1, v2,,-2,..., Vo) = b(f(_l,_2, . . .,

_m)) E C. Then we readily see that the symmetry (1) holds.

(2) Equation (4.14) follows from (4.13) and (5.7), and equation (4.15) follows from (2.9) and

(4.14).

AA

Next we show how to find Kh,h, for a binary linear code which contains a Reed-Muller

code as a large subcode.

A polynomial f E P'[zl, z2,..., xm] is expressed uniquely as the following form:

T

f = ao _ Y_ __, aj_j2..&xj_xj_ ...xj,, (4.16)

t=l l<jt <j2<'"<./f_<m

where a0 and aj_j2...jf are either 0 or 1. Let g be a positive integer not greater than rn. By

rearranging the terms in (4.16) with respect to the smallest suffix of variables in a term, f

can be uniquely expressed as
t

f -- fo,t_ Y_ xjfj, (4.17)

j=l

where fj E P'-l[zj+l,zj+2,...,xm] for j < m, f,,, E {0,1}, fo,t E P'[zt+_,zt+2,...,z,,,] for

g < rn and f0,r, E {0, 1}.
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In the following, we will presenta necessaryand sufficient condition for a polynomial

f E P,_ to be in f E P'm,h,_-" For a positive integer h less than 2"*, suppose that the standard
m

binary expression of h - 1 is _ bj2 m-j. Let the binary sequence bib2.., bm be represented as

j=l

bib2.., bm -- Oa ln'0 t21 n_ " • 0t_l aT,

where 0 < /t _< m, l</t<mfor2<t<r, l<nt<mfor l<_t<T, andO<n_.<m. Let

r be a positive integer not greater than m. Define C as follows:

(1) If 7-=lor _n,<r, thenr'Zx --- 7".

$----1

(2) If nt _> r, then r' =_ 1, and otherwise, let r' denote the greatest integer such that
7.#--1

E _28 <_ r.

$=1

t--1

For 1 < t < 7", define j, as jt _= 0 and jt _ _(l, + n,). Then the following lemma holds.

s=l

Lemma 5: For f E P'[xl,z2,...,x,.,,], f is in P_h,2m[zt, x2,..., xm] if and only if f can be

represented in the following form:

/ =a f(t), (4.18)

( j,+fi+n, ) ](t+t) (4.19)
f(t) a= gt @ zj , for 1 < t < r',

\j=jf+t_+l

I("')=" (4.20)
A

gt = 0, if it = 0, (4.21)

jf +t_

z_ z.igt,.i, It = < _< (4.22)= _ if either ¢ 0 and t 1 and 1 t C,gt

j=jf+l

where gt,j E P'-t[zS+t,zj+_,..., x,,, ] and gt,.i E P'-t-E:-_,n'[xs+l,xj+2,...,xm]for 1 < t < C.

The above representation is unique if it exists.

Proof: A proof is given in Appendix B. AA

Note that equations (4.18) to (4.22) don't depend on v but depend on C. Then we have

the following corollary.

'r--I

Corollary 1: In Lemma 5, consider the case where r > 1 and _ n, >_ r. Let the binary
jml

! ! !

sequence bib2.., b,_ and positive integer h' be defined as

I I. t A otl Or., n'bib 2 ..b,_ -- lmOt21 "_... 1-', (4.23)
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m

h' 1 zx _-_ ,m-ih2.

.i=1

T#--I

¢ &
where n,., = m - _ (g, + n,) - g,.,. Then it holds that

1:-1

PL_m[Xl,_,...,_" 1̀= P_,_m[_I,X_,...,'_m].

(4.24)

(4.25)

AA

Example 5: We apply Lemma 5 to the following cases:

(1) Let h _ 2"`-" with 0 < u < m. Then btb2...b"` = 0"1 "`-", gl = u, nl = m- u and

_- = _-' = 1. It follows from Lemma 5 that

r r--1
P_--.,2° = {zig, ¢_2g2e..._g, : a e P [_j+l,...,_"`], for 1 _<j <_u}. (4.26)

(2) Let h _ 2"` - 2 "`-_ with 0 < u < m. Then, blb2.., b,,, = 1"-I01 "`-', £_ = 0, nt = u - 1,

g2 = 1, n2 = m - u and r = 2. If u - 1 < r then _-' = 2, and otherwise r' = 1. It follows

from Lemma 5 that

P;,,- 2--,,,2,,, = {xlx2...x,,g: g G P'-"[x,+_,...,xm]}, for u < r, (4.27)

= {0}, for u > r. (4.28)

(3) Next consider the case where h = 2"`-2+2 ''-3 with m > 3. Then bib2.., br,, = 0101 r'-3,

gl = nl =g2= 1, n2=m-3 andr=2. If r= 1, thenv'= 1, and otherwiser'=2.

From Lemma 5, we have that

P_,,,-2+2,-,,-s,:_.,, -- {xlgl @ x2xzg2 : gl E P"-lrxt 2, • • • , Xm],

g2 • P'-2[z,, .. ., xm]},for r _> 2, (4.29)

= {xlgl: gl e P'-l[x2,...,Xr,]},for r = 1. (4.30)

(4) Now consider the case where h = 2" - 2 "`-2 - 2 m-3 with m > 3. Then bib2.., b"` =

1021 m-3,gl = 0, nl = 1, g2=2, n2 = m-3 andv= 2. Ifr = 1, then_-'= 1, and

otherwise T' = 2. From Lemma 5, we have that

P';--2--'-2--_,_.- = {_,(_2g_ • z_g_) : g2 e p,-2[x_,...,_"`],

g3 E P'-2[x,,...,x"`]}, for r >_ 2, (4.31)

= {0}, for r = 1, (4.32)

AA
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Lemma 6: (1) For 0 < u < m, let i be a nonnegative integer less than 2u whose binary
t$

expression is _ aj2 "-i, and let r be a nonnegative integer not greater than m. If r < u, then

j=l

2,., = {0}, (4.33)

and otherwise it is given by

P_m-,,(i+l)2,_-,[xl, x2,... ,,z,,] = {(H(_j G aj))g : g e P'-"[x,+I,..., zm]}.

j=l

(2) If C is an s-invariant linear binary code of length 2TM, then

(4.34)

Ki2m-,,(i+l)2,,-, = K0,2 m-u,

K_2.,-.,(_+I)_..-. = K2,,--,2,-.

(4.35)

(4.36)

Proof: (1) Note that f(zl,z_ .... ,zm) E _m-.,(i+1)2.-.[$1, X2,...,,Xm] if and only if f(_l _3

al, e2 • a2,..., e_, @ a,,, z,,+_, ..., z,,) E P_m_2,.-.,_.,[zl, z2,..., Zr,,]. Then the first part of the

lemma follows from (4.27) and (4.28).

(2) Equation (4.35) follows from the above proof (1) and (4.7). If and only if f (x 1, z 2, _.. , z,,,) E

Pm [xl z2,'-" zm], then
12m-.,(/+l)2m-. '

f(xl O al, x2 _ a2, . " ., x, $ a,, x_,+l, " " , x_) e P_[xl,x2, " " ,xm]. (4.37)

Hence, K/2,,_,,(i.l)2m_, = Kb,2m_,. Then equation (4.36) follows from (2.6).
AA

Structural analysis of trellises for Reed-Muller codes

In the following, we analyze the state and branch complexities of minimal trellis diagrams

for Reed-Muller codes and some extended mad permuted primitive BCH codes which contain

Reed-Muller codes as subcodes.

Let C be the r-th order Reed-Muller code RMm,, of length n = 2 m with 1 < r < m. For

nonnegative integers i and q, let M(i, q) be defined as

M(i,q) _=

j=0

and if i or q is a negative integer, M(i, q) is defined to be zero. By definition,

(4.38)

IP I= M(i,q). (4.39)
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For 1 < h < 2", consider Kh,2",mM,,,, (= We use the same notations as those in

Lemma 5. The number of polynomials gt's with 1 < t < r _ in Lemma 5 is given by

It

M(r- 1 t-1- _.,=1 n,, m - jt- j),

j=l

where t-1_,=1 n, = 0 for t = 1, and therefore Kh,2=,ai=,r is given by

Kh.2m ,RMm.r

r e t_

_-_ M(r-1- ,-t= E.=l n,, m - -.,.jk
t=l j=l

(4.40)

As special cases, we have that for 0 < u < m,

t$

K2,.-.,2m = _ M(r- 1, m-j),

d=l.

I(2"-2"-',2" = M(r - u, m - u),

K2,,-_+2,.-_,2,, = M(r - 1, m- 1) + M(r - 2, m - 3), for m >_ 3,

g2.,-v--_-2-,-*,2-, = M(r - 2, m - 2) + M(r - 2, m - 3), for m >_ 3.

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

From Lemma 6 and (4.39), we see that_

Ki2m-.,(i+l)2m-. = M(r - u, m - u), for 0 _< i < 2_. (4.45)

It follows from (2.9), (4.14), (4.41), and (4.42) that

Kv--. = M(r, m) - M(r - u,m - u) - _, M(r - 1,m - j).

j=I

(4.46)

Since M(r,m) = M(r,m- 1)+ M(r- 1, m- 1), we have that

g_ try- u = M(r,m- u) - M(r- u,m- u)

( - )= E t/l U ,

j=_{0,,-_+l} J

(4.47)

Equations (2.11) and (4.47) give the state complexity (number of states) of the minimal trellis

diagram for RMm,, just after the 2"-"-th bit position for 0 < u G m. For examples, it follows

from (4.15) and (4.47) that

(4.48)
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Forney [3] first showeda 4-sectiontrellis diagramwith 2("7') states for RMm,,. In fact, this

number is the minimum asshownby (4.48). It follows from (2.9), (4.14), (4.15), (4.43), and

(4.44), that

I(2m--2.l.2m--3 ]_"2 m _2 m-- 2 _2m-3

= M(r,m)- M(r- 1, m- 1)- M(r- 2, m- 2) - 2M(r- 2, m- 3)

= M(r,m- 1)- M(r- 2, m- 2)- 2M(r- 2, m- 3). (4.49)

Formula (4.49) together with (4.48) gives the minimum number of states at the end of each

section of an 8-section trellis diagram for RM,_,, with the same section length.

Now we consider the minimal 2"`-section trellis diagram for RMm,,. From Lemma 6 we

see that the subtrellis diagram from a state at the beginning of a section to another state at

the end of the section is either empty or can be constructed to be isomorphic to any of trellis

diagrams for RM,,,_'`,,_,,, where RM,__'`,,_,, = {0}, for r < u. From (4.14), we have that

K0,(i+1)2 m-. - K0,i2_-. = K_-(i+i)2..-.,2_ - K_-i2_--,2._.

The right-hand side of above equation can be computed by using Lemma 5.

consider the case where u -- 2. From (4.41) to (4.45) we have that

I(o,2m-, - Ko,2-.-, = M(r- 1, m- 1)- M(r- 2, m- 2)

= M(r-l,m-2),

(4.50)

For instance,

(4.51)

Ko,2,_-t+2,,-2 - Ko,2,_-, = M(r- 1, m- 1) + M(r- 1, m- 2)- M(r- 1, m- 1)

= M(r - 1, m - 2). (4.52)

From (4.45), (4.51) and (4.52), we have that

K0,2,_-2,2m-_ = K0,2,--1,2,_-_+2,,-2 = r - 1

where (qi) aOforq<i.=

Consider the special case where r =

0 < u < m and 2 m-'-I < h < 2"*-"

(4.53)

1. From Corollary 1 and (4.41) we see that for

Kh,2 m -" U2ra-u,2m -- U. (4.54)
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It follows from (2.9), (4.14), (4.15)and (4.54) that for 1 _ u < m, 2m-"-I < h < 2 m-" and

h # 2 m-l, we have

and

Kh=Kz,.-h=m--u+l, (4.55)

K2m-, = m- 1. (4.56)

Structural complexity of trellis dlagrams for-someextended and permuted prim-

itive BCH codes

In the next three examples, we analyze the state and branch complexities of minimal trellis

diagrams for some extended and permuted primitive BCH codes of moderate length•

Example 6: Consider ex-BCH6,_s, the extended (64, 24) code of the primitive (63,24) BCH

code with minimum distance 15 (refer to Example 2). The permuted code 7rc[ex-BCH6,_s]

contains RM6,2, the 2nd-order noncyclic Reed-Muller code of length 64 and minimum distance

16, as a subcode. Then the set of coset leaders of _'_[ex-BCH_,15]/RM6,2 is generated by b(f_l,1)(3)

and b t¢(3) _ where ¢(3) and ¢(3)w21,2j, J21,_ J_,2 are defined by (3.19) and (3.20) respectively. From-Lemma 5

we see that the first 22 components of (3) (3)b(f_l,2) areb(f_l,1 ) and the first 21 components of all

zero. Since Ir_[ex-BCHs,ls] is s-invariant, the symmetry stated in Theorem 3 and equations

(4.33) to (4.36) hold. By using (3.19), (3.20) and (4.26) to (4.34), we can find I(0,4i,64 (= I(4i),

K0,4(i-1),4_ and IQ(i-1),4i for 1 < i < 16 (see Table 1). A 16-section trellis diagram for

_rc[ex-BCHs,ls] has the following state and branch complexities: For 1 < i < 16,

(1) the number of the states at the end of the i-th section (or just after the 4i-th bit) is

2K,i; and

(2) for each state s at the 4i-th bit, there are 2g°,_('-t), 4_ states at the 4(i- 1)-th bit from

which there are branches to s, and the number of parallel branches is 2 K4(i-1),4/. AA

Example 7: Consider ex-BCH6,r, the extended (64, 45) code of the primitive (63, 45) BCH

code with minimum distance 7 (refer to Example 3). The permuted code 7r¢[ex-BCI-I6,r]

contains RM6,3, the 3rd-order Reed-Muller code of length 64 and minimum distance 8 as

a subcode. The coset leaders of _r¢[ex-BCH6,7]/RM6,3 are generated by b(f(4)), b(f_4 )) and

b(f(4)3), where "(') ,(4)and ,(4)Jg,_, J9,2 J9,3 are defined by (3.26) to (3.28) respectively. The first 27

components of b(f(o4)l), the first 29 components of b(f_4_)) and the first 30 components of b(f_)3)
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are all zero. In Table 2, K0,4i,64 (= K4_), Ko,4(i-I),4i and K4(i-1),4i for 1 ( i ( 16 are shown.

These numbers give the state and branch complexities of the minimal 16-section trellis diagram

for lr_[ex-BCH6,_]. AA

Example 8: Let C be ex-BCHm,5, the extended code of the primitive binary BCH code of

length 2 m - 1 and minimum distance 5 with m > 3. The dual code of C, C ±, is the extended

code of the dual code of the even weight subcode of the BCHm,5, and _'c[C ±] contains RM, m

as a subc0de. Let C' denote the-subcode _',[C ±] = RMm,1 of _'c[C±]. The dimension of C' is m.

Consider the minimal 4-section trellis diagram T4 for _'_[C]. Then it follows from Lemma 3,

(2.27), (4.55) and (4.56) that the state complexity of T4 is about 1/4 of that of the minimal

4-section trellis diagram for C.

For a boolean polynomial f with m variables, a linear subspace U of the set of binary m

tuples which are generated by fil = (uil, ui2,.., i uim) with 1 < i < h is said to be a maximal

Z-space of f if and only if U is a maximal linear subspace with the following property:

There are binary constants ul0, u20,..., uho such that for every binary tuple (bl, b2,..., bin)

in {(b_,b2,...,bm) : Ei_l ul.ibj -= Uio for 1 < i < h},

f(bl, b2,..., bin) -- O.

We found the set of maximal Z-spaces for each polynomial in P(C_). By using this knowl-

edge, we chose the following affine invertible transformation A to make K0,2-,-2..a[_,[cJ-]] and

Ko,2,,,-2+2,,,-3,_A[,_,[c±ll as small as possible. For m = 5, l_et A be the invertible linear trans-

formation: Yl = xh, Y2 = x4Txh, Ya = xl+x2+x3+xh, Y4 = x3 and y5 = x2. Then

from Example 4 we see that the coset leaders of _rA[r_[C±]]/RMh,_ are generated by b(f_) with

1 < i < 5 where fi is defined as follows:

fl A= YlY4 + (Yl .Jr"Y2 + Y4)Yh,

.f_ _ Y_Y_ ÷ YaY_,

f_ _- Y_(Ya ÷ Y_) -t- Y2Y3.
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By using (2.26), (2.27), (4.35), (4.36), (4.54) to (4.56), wecan find K4i,c, Ko,4(i-t),4i,c, and

I(4(/-t),41,c for 1 < i < 8 which give the state and branch complexities of an 8-section trellis

diagram for the code 7ra[Tr_[ex-BCHs,5]] (see Table 3). AA

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the trellis structure of linear block codes, particularly the

state and branch complexities of the minimal trellis diagram of a linear block code. We have

shown that a cyclic (or shortened cyclic) code is the worst in terms of the state complexity

of its minimal trellis diagram among the linear codes of the same length and dimension. We

have considered the boolean polynomial representation of codewords of a cyclic code and

applied this representation to construct minimal trellises for codes obtained from cyclic codes

by properly permuting their bit positions. Particularly, we have focused on the construction

of minimal trellises for extended and permuted primitive BCH codes which contain Reed-

Muller codes as subcodes. We have shown that some extended and permuted primitive BCH

codes of moderate length have relatively simple trellis diagrams. Good block codes with

simple trellises are attractive for error control in digital communications, because they can

be practically decoded with soft-decision optimal or suboptimal decoding algorithm. Soft-

decision multi-stage suboptimal decoding algorithms for some BCH codes are under study

[10]. In construction of multi-level block modulation codes of moderate length with the multi-

level method, it is desirable to use good block codes with simple trellises as component codes.

This allows us to use multi-stage decoding in which each component code is decoded with

the soft-decision Viterbi decoding algorithm [9]. Using the soft-decision multi-stage decoding,

it is possible to achieve high spectral efficiency and large coding gain with reduced decoding

complexity.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 1

For s G Sh and s' G Sh,, let a(s') denote the set of states in Sh from which there is a path

to s', and let a'(s) denote the set of states in Sh, to which there is a path from s. From (2.9),

(2.6) and (2.8), ]Po,h[C]/Po,h[C_:w] [ = 2K-Kh°v-(K°a'-Kh,h') = 2K°'h'N-K°'h'h' = 2q. Partition Sh

into 2 q blocks Shl, Sh2,..., Sh2q in such a way that states sl and s2 in Sh are in the same block

if and only if qo(sl) and qo(s2) are in the same coset of PO,h[C]/PO,h[C_:h, ]. Since each coset of

PO,h[C]/Po,h[C_:h, ] contains exactly [Po,h[C_;h,]/C_:h] cosets of Po,h[C]/C_:h, every block Shi has

the same size. Lemma 1 implies that for s' G Sh,, there is exactly one index i such that

o'(s') = Sh,. (A.1)

For 1 < i < 2 q, let Shq be defined as

tT

Sh,i _ {S' E Sh, " for s E Shi, _p(s) --k PO,h_P(S') E PO,h[C_,h,]}.

Then it follows from Lemma 1 that for s E Shl,

a'(s) = Swi. (A.2)

Foreacha in Po,h[C],the numberof binarysequences/9'ssuchthat o_o/9 6 po,w[C]is ICe:h,!

from(2.17).HenceISh,il t, t, Ct,= IPo,[Cg,,]I"IC_,,h,I/IO,h'l,and everyblock&,_hasthe same size.

If L(s,s') is not empty, then it followsfrom (2.2) and (2.23)that L(s,s') is a cosetof

Ph,h,[C]/C_: h, and IL(s,s')l = 2K_*'. A_
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Proof of Lemma 5

Appendix B

' . a_), we write (al,a2, • at) <For two binary e-tuples (al, a2,...,at) and (a_,a2,.. , .. , _

(at, a_,..., aS) , if and only if
t l

el2 t-i _< _ a_2 t-'.
i=1 i=I

For every binary m-tuple (al,a2,...,am)such that (al,a2,...,am) <_ (bt,b2,...,bin), denoted

b,

f(al,a2,...,a,,) =0, (B.1)

if and only if f E P_,2m[zl,z2,... ,xm].

We prove this lemma by induction. If m = 1, then h = 1, r = 1, el = 1 and nl = 0. Since

P_',2[zl] = {0, zl}, this lemma is true. Consider the case where m _> 2.

Suppose that f E P_,2,_[zl,z2,.. ,zm]. If el = m and nl = 0, then let e zx• = m and

otherwise, let e a el + 1. Express f as the form of (4.17)• Since it follows form (B.1) that
l

f(_zt+l,...,z,,,) = 0, fo,t must be zero.

(1) Ifnl=0, thenet=m,h=land

m

S=E x ij =gl.
j=l

Conversely, f of the above form is in P_,_,,[xl, z2,..., xm].

(2) If nl > 0, then

Note that

f = _ xjfj = gl @ xtSt.

j=l

t

ft- f(O,O,...,O,l,xt+l,...,Xm) E P'-l[xt+l,...,xm]. (B.2)

!

(0,0,...,0,1,(2.1) Suppose that r' = 1. (i) If _"= 1, then for every binary (m-e)-tuple,

l l

• = f(0,0,...,0, 1, at+l,...,at+t,.. ,am) < (O,O,...,O,l, 1,...,1) b. From(B.1), "----"-'--"
t

am) -- 0. That is, ft = 0. (ii) If r > r _ = 1, then nl > r. If f(_,

II nl

at+l,..., a_) = 1, then it follows from (B.1) that b = (0,0,...,0, 1, 1,..., 1,

bt,+,,+l,...,bm) < (O,O,...,O,l,at+l,...,am). Hence as = 1 for e21-1 _< j _<
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tl + nl. Consequently, the weight .3) of ft E P'-1[xt+l,...,xm] is at most

2 'n-t_-'' - 1 < 2 m-t-('-O, and therefore ft = 0. For these two cases , f = gl.

Conversely, f of this form is in P_,2,,[xl, x2,... ,zm].

(2.2) Suppose that 7a > 1. Then 7" > 2 and r > 2. Let h'denote 1+ fi bj2 m-j.

j=/+l

Then 1 < h' < 2 m-t. It follows from (B.2) that f E/_h,2,,[z_, z2,..., xm] if and

only if

• nmin(r-- l,rn--/)r

ft E rh,,=,,_l [Zt+l,..., Xm],

where 1 < g + 1 _< m. Let f(2) _ ft. Then this lemma is proved by induction

hypothesis. AA
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Table 1

The complexity of a 16-section trellis diagram for _rc[ex-BCH6,15], an equivalent code of the

extended (64, 24) code of the primitive (63, 24) BCH code

i

K4(_-1),4i

K0,,(i-1),4i

K0,4(_-I),4_,RMe,2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

4 7 10 10 13 15 15 12 15 15 13 10 10 7 4 0

4 7 10 10 13 13 13 10 13 13 13 10 10 7 4 0

0

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 3 3 1 3 3 4

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 3 1 3 3 4

(1) The number of states at the end of the i-th section (or just after the 4i-th bit) is 2 K''.

(2) For each state s at the 4i-th bit, there are 2K°,'('-_), '' states at the 4(i- 1)-th bit from

which there are branches to s, and the number of parallel branches is 2K'(_-_), 4_.



Table 2

The complexity of a 16-sectiontrellis diagramfor 7rc[ex-BCH6,7],an equivalentcodeof the

extended(64, 45) codeof the primitive (63, 45) BCH code

i

hi

I(41,RIV[_,3

K4(i-1),4i

Ko,4(_-_),4i

K0,4(_-l),4i,rtM_,3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

4 7 10 10 13 13 14 13 14 13 13 10 10 7 4 0

4 7 10 10 13 13 13 10 13 13 13 10 10 7 4 0

0

0 1

0 1

1 3 1 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4

1 3 1 3 3 4 1 3 3 4 3 4 4 4



Table 3

The complexity of an 8-section trellis diagram for _rA[_'c[ex-BCHs,5]], an equivalent code of

the extended (32,21) code of the primitive (31,21) BCH code

i

K4istM_,_

I(,(i-1),,i

K0,4(i-1),4i

K0,4(i-1),4i,aM_,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 7 9 9 9 7 4 0

3 4 5 4 5 4 3 0

0

0 1 2 3 3 4 4 4

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3



SO
2K0,h,N

S h 2Kh, h' S h,

2 K0'h'h' S hl *

2 K0'h'h' S h2 • S h'2

,K0,h',N. SF

• • • h+l • ° • h'+l ° ° • N bit position

Figure 1 • The branch complexity of a trellis diagram with the minimum number of states


